From:	System Administrator
To:	Kathy Murry (kitch4498@earthlink.net)
Sent:	Friday, June 13, 2003 6:30 PM
Subject:	Undeliverable: Number is the essence of everything, good or evil.
Your message did not reach some or all of the intended recipients.

      Subject:	Number is the essence of everything, good or evil.
      Sent:	6/13/2003 6:29 PM

The following recipient(s) could not be reached:

      Kathy Murry (kitch4498@earthlink.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Devin Standard (Devin@quasark.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Mark Culp - FBI (culp@fbi.gov) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Ghurst (ghurst@hurst-hurst.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Jodi Ruiz (jodir@abcklaw.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Jeff (jrk@class-action-law.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      John K. Pollard Jr. (jkpjkp@alum.mit.edu) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Ron (duffy56@optonline.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Derrick Beare (Derrick.Beare@Investec.co.uk) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Avloc (avloc@pacbell.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Jerry Spiers (jerry215@dslextreme.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Devin STANDARD (devin@mnc.fr) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      A_Astrachan (a_astrachan@onyxpartners.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      biology10101@yahoo.com on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Augusto Benito Vargis (augusbenito@hotmail.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      BLMOLK (BLMOLK@aol.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Bupsy Brivik (E-mail) (brivik@global.co.za) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Carlton (Carletone@hotmail.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Charles Bisom-Rapp (charles.bisom-rapp@eistream.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Cliff Benn (E-mail) (cbenn@mweb.co.za) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Cmgur (Cmgur@aol.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Cristina Lanata (cristinalanata@yahoo.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Damon Siskin (dsiskin@sbcglobal.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      David Leingang (davidleingang@sbcglobal.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      David Pollak (dpollak@ubspw.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      David Moshal (DAVEM@themoment.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      DBeare (DBeare@investec.co.uk) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Davide (acio@cox.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Deborah Sturman (ds131@nyu.edu) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Emile Myburgh (emilemyburgh@hotmail.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Ermsy@aol. com (Ermsy@aol.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Eugenio Ortiz (eugeniobeans@yahoo.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Frevs. G (frevs.g@att.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Gaétan Cadieux on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Goody2chu (goody2chu@aol.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      gremeltech on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Guy Friedman (mgl8520@hotmail.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Guy C. Dion (gdion@qc.fasken.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Hervieuxpaul (hervieuxpaul@netscape.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Jack. Goldblatt (Jack.Goldblatt@health.wa.gov.au) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Jack Levin (E-mail) (jlevincpa@wt.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Jacques Bechard (jbechard@ccaq.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Jean DION (jeanic007@sympatico.ca) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Jeffrey Essakow (E-mail) (jessakow@proteaproperties.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Jerry Phillips (jphillips@richmanlaw.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Joanna Rai (joannarai@hotmail.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Jody Perling (perlingc@mtrmls.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Juliana Hughes (julianahughes@sbcglobal.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Kathy and David Danziger (dkdanz@bigpond.net.au) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Kessel on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      L. Simic (lanasimic@hotmail.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Landry73 (landry73@metrocast.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Leader (leader@da.org.za) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Lee Goldsmith (leegoldsmith@hotmail.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Lee Selbo (E-mail) (lsa@tinyonline.co.uk) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Leizermolk (leizermolk@aol.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Len Bentel (lbentel@aol.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Linraphl (Linraphl@aol.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      LKahn09 (LKahn09@aol.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Lyn Moncrief (elmoncrief@hotmail.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Lynnebentel (lynnebentel@dslextreme.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Lynne Bentel on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      M Wolman (Merrick.Wolman@stengest.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Mad. W (mad.w@prodigy.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Malatskey (jeto@tig.com.au) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Mariedionjd (mariedionjd@netscape.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Marius van Wyk on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Matthewmargo (matthewmargo@aol.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      melvin (mgevisser@sbcglobal.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      michael sagorin on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Michael Willis (wbsurfing@hotmail.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Michael Willis (wbsuring@hotmail.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Michelle Nachman (equinelover2@yahoo.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Natalie Hinden-Kuhles (NHinden-Kuhles@aromatec.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Neil Gevisser (rhymedisease@earthlink.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Nigel Gevisser (ntsg@earthlink.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Noreen (noreen@steinabel.com.au) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Norm Zwail (nzwail@san.rr.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      ornajazz@hotmail.com on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Paul Tomson (E-mail) (surfdaddyus@yahoo.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Peter Naor (qvr1.pete@att.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Peter Naor (QVR1.PETE@worldnet.att.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

       (perlingc@realtracs.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      R Oshry (oshryr@btinternet.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Raye Anne Marks (r.marksart@att.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Raymond Bloom (E-mail) (rayb@mweb.co.za) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Rick Rick (orrnitorrinco@hotmail.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Rod Smith (smith@waterstrategist.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Roger Robinson (rwrincorp@aol.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Ron Bellows (Ron.Bellows@AIG.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Roy Essakow on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Royer (royer@scmv.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      SBerk2000 (SBerk2000@aol.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Sean Simic (seansimic@hotmail.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Sharon Evans (evans_sharon@yahoo.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

       (spilkin@adephia.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Tanya Taylor (tanyat64@yahoo.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Thomas. Stephens (thomas.stephens@bartlit-beck.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Ton (ton@choicepicks.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Tony Khalil (tskhalil@netscape.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Tracy Tomson (ttomson@beitler.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Twalsh0522 (twalsh0522@aol.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Trev (trev@trevortucker.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Vschulte (vschulte@nab.org) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Vicki Quarders (Vicki.Quarders@WESTCOASTESCROW.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Vincent Hinojosa III (vincent.iii@wam.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Vincent Hinojosa III (vincent.iii@wamu.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Vincent. hinojosa (Vincent.hinojosa@wamu.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Wgsnla (wgsnla@earthlink.net) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      YVETTE SIMPSON on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      carrie.kirby@uk.atlascopco.com on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Garyiglass (garyiglass@hotmail.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Judith Regan (regan@foxnews.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      DStl1@aol.com on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Kingdelmar (Kingdelmar@aol.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Cbyron1 (cbyron1@home.com) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)

      Gforsyth (gforsyth@nrcc.org) on 6/13/2003 6:30 PM
            553 To send mail, first check your mail with a valid POP account; this prevents unauthorized SPAM relaying. (#5.7.1)



